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ABSTRACT

Evaluating the effectiveness of a communication exercise used in 
the marriage enrichment program Couples Growing Together was based upon 

two points: firstly, observation that the exercise had high value for
participants in previous programs, and secondly, a realization from a 
review of the literature that very little testing had been conducted on 
the effectiveness of individual components of marriage enrichment 
programs, A scoring system which used physical movement in response to 

spousal statements during a communication exercise was used to test the 
hypothesis that the use of the feedback exercise called the "I feel,,," 
technique would create a feeling of warmth between spouses in a 
problem-solving situation. Although the couples using the "I feel,,," 
technique did show a movement in a positive direction, there was not a 
significant movement to reject the null hypothesis when the data was 
subjected to statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter begins by describing the pressures on present-day 
marriages and a discussion of one approach being used to alleviate the 

stresses» namely marriage enrichment programs„ Attention is focused on 
the communication component of these programs„ A literature review is 
included for research pertaining to communication aspects, measurement 
of communication efficacy, and the programs themselves. This review 
aided in the selection of the problem, determining the hypothesis, and 
defining the term and limitation of the study.

Present Problems in Marriage
Couple enrichment is a timely and important topic. This is

because marriage today is a more difficult task than it was in the past.
Widespread recognition by specialists from diverse disciplines that
marriage relationships are beset by grave problems and difficulities is
confirmed by divorce statistics (Monthly Vital Statistics Reports,
1983), Lief is reported in Hof and Miller (1981) as concluding that
marital partners are frustrated and baffled by their seeming inability
to give or get what they are seeking from each other. The pace of life

is swift and furious? mobility separates families from their traditional
support networks of family friends, parents, and relatives? stress is
caused by the current wide fluctuations in the economy and shows up in
strained relations between displaced workers and their families. These
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2
are but a few of the difficulties encountered by present-day couples„

There has been a movement away from the institutional marriage» 
where roles were clearly defined, to a companionship marriage, where 
roles are flexible, and the transition has been fraught with tragedy. A 
generation of men and women, according to David and Vera Mace, founders 
of the Association of Couples for Marriage Enrichment, ”000turned 
eagerly to the concept of the companionship marriage; but multitudes of 
them failed dismally because, instead of being trained in interpersonal 
competence, they were fed with romantic notions that being "in love* 
would assure them of unending bliss" (Mace and Mace,1975, p. 135)„
Couple enrichment may provide part of the direction that couples need to 
accomplish the goals of their relationship„

The Development of Marriage Enrichment Programs 
During the past two decades numerous programs aimed at the 

enrichment of couple relationships have been developed„ Yet evidence 
has been limited and inconclusive about the validity of these programs. 
Research that does exist has focused on such factors as the 
effectiveness of program leadership (Hof and Miller, 1981); differences 
in training and supervision of leadership teams (Roberts, 1975); short 
term and long term effectiveness of a variety of programs (Hof & Miller, 
1981); comparative studies of structured and unstructured marriage 
enrichment programs (Rausch, 1981); and the short term effects of a 
marital enrichment program on couple communication (Urban, 1981)„

Authors of a number of studies have expressed their concern that 

the effectiveness of the programs has not been reliably established and.



more importantly, the significance of internal components of each 
program has not been determined. Most of the exercises included in the 
experiential couple enrichment programs have been adapted from marriage 
therapy exercises conducted in the clinical setting and then inserted 
into couple enrichment programs (L*Abate, 1981), This adaptation may be 
inappropriate, because individual couple therapy conducted in an office 
setting most often focuses on the elimination of problematic 
interactions (Hawes, 1984) whereas couple enrichment programs purport to 
focus on the growth of a satisfactory relationship to make it as 
fulfilling as possible (Otto, 1976),

Inevitably marriage enrichment programs are educational programs 
which include didactic explanations and discussion and deal on a 
cognitive level with concepts and ideas. Participants take part in 
experiential activities, then choose from the curriculum whatever 
information and procedures they wish to incorporate in the relationship. 
Hence, the goals are viewed as educational rather than curative, as in 
the medical model wherein something is wrong and requires ’fixing*
(L'Abate, 1981), In some cases couple enrichment programs have ' 
developed from a peceived need for intervention before a full-fledged 
crisis has developed (L’Abate, 1981) and in others, from the realization 
that no relationship remains static over time. Lederer (1968) stated 
that human behavior changes frequently and radically and every action 
and mood of one spouse begets a reaction from the other. Therefore, to 
remain in balance, the marriage system is always in a state of flux. 
Whatever the precipitating conditions, couples require a learning



environment which they perceive as non-threatening, and in which new 
techniques are made available to the partners for coping with the 
stresses caused by the inevitable life changes.

Common to most of the marriage enrichment programs are two goals 
that may be broadly defined as "communication" and "problem-solving or 
conflict resolution" (Guemey, 1977; Hawes, 1982a; Jacobson and 
Margolin, 1979; Otto, 1976; Regula, 1975). A basic conviction of the 
marriage enrichment movement is the belief that people can acquire 
skills to improve communication in highly structured programs; such 
training is detailed, systematic, and disciplined (Adam and Gingras, 
1982; Guemey, 1977; Hof and Miller, 1981). Hof and Miller (1981) state 
that one of the essential particulars of the marriage enrichment process 
is "...the emphasis on developing communication skills, and the 
experience of self-disclosure" (p, 19). Guemey (1977) says, "...lack 
of understanding or, worse, misunderstanding, of self and one's 
intimates is bad and understanding is good" (p, 12). Guemey (1977) 
also believes that a key to improving marriages is an empathic 
relationship where "...each person can view and express the issues and 
emotions in their relationship more openly; with relatively little 
defensiveness, guilt, and blame" (p. 15). Mace and Mace (1977) and 
Regula (1975) both indicate that the heart of marriage enrichment is 
couple communication or dialogue. Bienvenu (1975) goes further and 
states that the foundation for good marital communication is built in 
the premarital dating and engagement period.
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Expectations In Effective Communication

Effective communication includes the ability to express more 
than just words 5 it entails letting the other know how one is thinking 
and feeling about an issue and having an expectation that one will be 
heard accurately. "The confusion that results from discrepancies 
between the message sent and the message received often leads to 
unnecessary arguments and hostility (O'Leary & Turkewitz, 1978, p.270). 
Miller, Nunnaly, and Wackman (1976) describe the Shared Meaning Process 
used by them and state that the goal of the process is to insure that 

the message sent is equivalent to the message received, Hof and Miller 
(1981) agree with these expectancies and assume that effective 
communication requires "o,.common meaning, i.e,, what is intended is 
sent, and what is received is the original, intended message" (p, 87). 
Sager (1976) in describing one couple’s interaction said "...they.... 
often do not send clear messages, nor do they always listen to the 
message that is sent" (p. 102). Regula (1975) states that 
"...'dialogue* has three stages involved in its reflection of one's own 
feelings, self-disclosure to a significant other, and affirmation from a 

significant other" (p. 115).
Margolin and Jacobson (1979) point out a caution in the use of 

empathy training, especially with distressed couples. Since reflecting 
requires an inference about what is going on inside the partner, one is 
essentially teaching mind-reading skills. This is not necessarily a bad 
thing in and of itself. In a satisfying relationship, mind reading is



used by partners to indicate attention and sensitivity to the other's 
behaviorj mind reading statements are likely to have an impact of an 
expression of concern or caring. However, Margolin and Jacobson warn 
that mind-reading can also serve as a controlling, manipulative 
function. It is necessary that couples learn the appropriate 
discrimination here, and use reflection only when it is appropriate.
They also state that distressed couples have fewer positive interchanges 
than non-distressed couples, not necessarily because there is a lack of 
positive thoughts or feelings but because spouses often choose not to 
share them. O'Leary and Turkewitz (1978) emphasize that it is important 
to increase feeling expression because distressed spouses report more 
fear of expressing their feelings than do nondistressed mates.

An additional component of communication is non-verbal language, 

which Lederer and Jackson (1968) describe as the exhibition of bodily or 
facial expressions, and C. Ard (1969) expands to include any physical 
movement or gesture of any portion of the body— facial expressions, 
glances of the eyes, hand and arm movements, and the manner in which an 
individual sits and walks. Bienvenu (1978) adds silences to Ard's list 
of non-verbal movements.

There is little empirical evidence to support the validity of 
various communications exercises which are used in clinical and 
non-clinical settings. Generally it is only the opinion of the 
practitioner that there is a genuine positive effect. For example, 
Williams (1969) states, "It has been my experience that when the first 
person is given uninterrupted freedom to make a statement, he seems to



be more willing to try to really say what he means and is more likely to 
be able to do so because of a lessening of frustration and anxiety (he 
knows he is not going to be interrupted)" (p. 351)„ Williams does not 
provide other than subjective evidence to offer in support of the 
procedure„ L'Abate (1981) agrees that there is little empirical 
evidence to support the claims for the various techniques„ He notes 
that common errors are unsupported statements of fact, unwarranted 
assumptions, untested hypotheses, and undefined terms.

Many programs such as the Roman Catholic Marriage Encounter 
(Bosco, 1972), and another high profile program, the Couple 
Communication Program (formerly the Minnesota Couple Communication 
Program) (Miller et al, 1976) use communication skill training as their 
base. The Adlerian program, Couples Growing Together has communication 
training as its focus (Hawes, 1982b). Although another popular system, 
run by the Association of Couples for Marriage Enrichment, has a more 
flexible outline, communication training still takes primacy in many 
situations. David and Vera Mace, the founders of that movement, 
acknowledge the contribution of the CCP to marital communication and 
state "...the application of communications theory to the needs of the 
marital dyad, offers a valuable new resource which we are eagerly 
putting to use in our marriage enrichment programs" (Mace and Mace,
1976, p. 333). Otto (1976) recorded that an average of more than half 
the program time in marriage enrichment programs was devoted to

communication.
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Recent Research on Communication in Marriage Enrichment
Several studies reported in 1982 raise some important questions 

about communication skills training and the expected subsequent positive 
outcome in marriage enrichment programs„ Adam and Gingras (1982) found 
that although the first four of eight sessions in a Marriage Enrichment 
program dealt with communication skills training there was no 
significant increase in marriage communication during this time. It was 
not until the second half of the course, which dealt with negotiation 
was concluded that any significant increase in marital communication was 
noted, Adam and Gingras also say, "It may be that negotiation training 
would suffice to enhance marital functioning, whether on its 
communication or negotiation dimensions..." (p.117). They then add a 

statement germane to this studyj "Further studies, addressing themselves 
to the independent assessment of the individual contributions of the 
major ingredients of the program to its overall success are nevertheless 
needed before more definite conclusions can be drawn" (p.117).

The most widely and probably most thoroughly researched program 
in communication training is the Couple Communications Program (L*Abate, 
1981). In 1982 Wampler reviewed research on the effectiveness of the 
program after accumulating twenty-five studies, some articles, but 
mostly unpublished dissertations, that had been written in the ten years 
of its existence. She reported, "...CCP has an immediate positive 
effect on communication behavior and relationship satisfaction. CPP 
does not alter reported levels of self-disclosure or self-esteem" (p. 
345). Even more significant to the present study is Wampler's summation
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",».future research is needed on...the specific program components which 
are most important for improving communication skills" (p. 345).

Much of the difficulty in studying components of the couple 
enrichment programs stems from two sources; the tendency of many 
programs to describe their goals in global terms, and the lack of 

measurement instruments for these overwhelming goals. As Hof and Miller 
state, "A researcher is in a very difficult position if he must try to 
demonstrate through quantitive measures that a couple has, for example,
1increased the creative potential for their relationship*" (1981, p.
52). They go on to state that researchers must study and evaluate 
components of the programs, focusing on the observable and quantifiable 
parts (Hof and Miller, 1981).

Purpose of the Study
This study directs its attention to furthering the critical 

evaluation of communications skill training by attempting to determine 
the effectiveness of one specific exercise described as the "I feel..." 
technique. This exercise is used in the Couples Growing Together 
program outlined in Hawes (1982a, 1982b), and is also used in marriage 
therapy (Hawes, 1983). The "I feel..." technique is based on the work 
of Beryl and Noam Chemick and is described in their book In Touch 
(1977), The technique follows standard feedback techniques as outlined 
by Williams (1969). The explicit purpose of the exercise is to provide 
a method for "...taking responsibility for one’s own feelings" (Hawes, 
1983, p. 181). The Chemick1 s also provide implicit purposes in that it 
claims to be self-disclosing, to be non-threatening to expresser and
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receiver, to provide ownership of a problem, to open communication, to 
allow the receiver to pay full attention to the content of the message, 
and to create a warmth between the partners» Bienvenu (1978) said that 
"ooothe more open and safe the communication the greater the degree of 
intimacy that ensues" (p.2).

There is much similarity between "I feel..." and exercises 
propounded by marriage specialists O’Leary and Turkewitz (1978) in 
describing communication skillss "The spouses are taught to reflect 
what they hear their partner saying„ Initially, this skill is taught in 
the context of very structured discussions of non-problematic issues"
(p. 271), Williams (1969) commented on the effect of structure when he 
wrote, "The establishment of ground rules and getting a commitment from 
the two people that they will try to follow those rules 'forces' the 
second party to focus on what is being said and not on his reactions to 
it" (p. 351). L’Abate (1981) focused on the agreement on rules by the 
partners and noted that "...the literature relating to the effectiveness 
of marital interventions is clear in demonstrating that structured 
interventions are effective in enriching the marriages of nonclinical 
couples..." (p.155). Some differences do appear in prescribed 
communication exercisesj the "I feel..." technique's salient point 
during Marriage Enrichment courses is that it is highly structured and 
complete in itself.

Implicit in the "I feel..." technique is the assumption that a 

marriage partner should be able to convey, "My feelings are important 
and belong to me. In an intimate relationship I am free to express my
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feelings and do not need to justify them to my partner, nor do I want 
them evaluated or questioned by my partner. I am not providing them as 
a solution to a perceived problem nor as a method of starting a fight" 
(Hawes, 1984). Essentially the purpose of an "I feel..." message is 
simply for one partner to tell the other how one really feels and why, 
with the expectation that the other will truly hear the statement. In 
actual clinical use during couple enrichment workshops and couple 
counseling the author has observed that the use of the "I feel..." 
technique by expresser and receiver (1) makes the partners feel better 
about each other and (2) creates a warmth or intimacy that brings them 
closer together, both physically and in understanding. There appears to 
be no evidence that research on communication exercises used in marriage 
enrichment has tested the concept of closeness or "degree of intimacy" 
(Bienvenu, 1978).

Evaluating Effective Communication 
Although the primary consideration in this discussion of the 

communication process is the components which make a satisfying 
communication between spouses, a secondary but equally important 
consideration is the method used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
communication. Margolin and Weiss (1978) expressed their concern about 
the use of self- and spouse-observation during ongoing communication as 
they found that coding while participating actively in the conversation 
is demanding as well as potentially reactive. Margolin and Jacobson 
(1981) reviewed the interactional coding systems, participant 
observation by spouses, and self report questionnaires, and concluded
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that assessment procedures need to continually be developed and refined.' \
Self-report measures must be supplemented by more objective indicators 
of change. Jacobson (1981) stated "Since behavioral marital therapy 

places such a great emphasis on skills in conflict resolution and 
communication, direct observation of spouses interaction is an important 
part of the assessment process" (p. 565). Paolino and McCrady (1978) 
stated "It is absolutely essential that objective ways of 
measuring.,.change are utilized" (p. 399). They do not consider 
subjective estimates of the effectiveness of the techniques by 
participating leaders and therapists as acceptable evidence in an 
outcome investigation.

Filsinger (1983) provided a thorough analysis of the marital 
observation coding systems, including Weiss’ Marital Interaction Scoring 
System, Filsinger's Dyadic Interaction Scoring Code, Olsen and Ryder's 
Marital and Family Interaction Coding System, and Rauch's Coding System 
for Interpersonal Conflict. The popularity of observational studies of 
marital interaction are seen as part of the movement toward measuring 
behavior rather than attitudes, and the need for better assessment 
techniques in therapy. However,the desire to conduct research and 
compare findings when different measurement devices have been used is 
"...a tricky business when the reader does not know whether what 
constitutes 'positive' behavior under one coding system is equivalent to 
the 'positive' behavior under another" (Filsinger, 1983, p.318)„
Several writers, according to Filsinger (1983) have pointed out that the 
codes used in the marital interaction systems are not only used to



describe behavior, they are also used to make inferences about the 
couple’s relationshipo Filsinger writes of his own coding systems ’’The 
codes of Filsinger's Dyadic Interaction Scoring Code have been grouped 
as Facilitative and Dysfunctional without any clear evidence that the 
former facilitates communication or that the latter are actually 
dysfunctional’’ (p« 220).

Margolin and Weiss (1978) attacked this concern about 
terminology during coding in their work and said "These expensive and 
time-consuming procedures were employed to determine whether trained 
observers attach the same valence to communication behaviors as does a 
couple. Although outside observers can provide an objective and 
reliable analysis of communication interchanges, these observations are 
irrelevant if ’helpfulness’ behaviors are unique to individual couples 
and unrelated to a researcher's a priori definitions" (p.510).

Thus most communication rating in research is designed to make 
inferences from the data collected. Jacobson (1981) reports that the 
codes are tallied to produce a profile of the couple's problem-solving 
ability, based upon such factors as the rate at which reflections, 
verbal reinforcement, and putdowns occur, or the sequence in which 
behaviors occur. Success in communication behaviors would appear to be 
directly connected with problem-solving ability by the couple.

An additional difficulty with assessment techniques used for 

behavioral and attitudinal change in communication training is the 
long-range goal of the training. Jacobson (1981) states that 

behaviorists have relied upon a systematic method of communication



training based on the concept of reinforced practice. The training 
method can be divided into three basic components: instructions, 
feedback, and behavioral rehearsal. In the instruction phase the 

content is presented through modeling and specific directed procedures, 
The rehearsal phase provides opportunity for the couple to use the new 
skills, generally in a very structured, non-emotionally threatening 
manner to start, and then expanding to problematic situations which the 
couple bring to the training sessions. According to Jacobson (1981) 
"Behavioral rehearsal provides feedback...regarding the spouses' 
competencies, indicating the extent to which they are assimilating the 
didactic material" (p.574). The standard method of improving 
communication between spouses in nearly all enrichment and therapy 
programs is to begin with structured procedures, artificial problems, 
and supervised practice, from which generalization of the method to 
personal problems is expected to automatically result in improved 
marital satisfaction. The improved marital satisfaction is what is 
generally measured in most research on communication within marriage 
enrichment programs.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study will be to evaluate the effectiveness 

of the "I feel..." technique, employed in one marriage enrichment 
program, "Couples Growing Together", (Hawes, 1982a), using an objective 
measurement technique during a communication/problem-solving exercise.
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Hypothesis

Has The use of the "I feel..," technique during a marriage 
enrichment exercise will develop significantly increased warmth between 
the partners, as exhibited by a decrease in physical distance between 
them, compared to a similar period of time when the technique is not 
used.
Ho: The use of the "I feel..." technique during a marriage
communication exercise will not produce a greater reduction of physical 
distance between the spouses compared to a similar period of time when 
the technique is not used.

Definition of Terms

Methods similar to the "I feel..." technique are used by many 
therapists in individual, family, and marriage counseling but this study 
is concerned with the use of the technique in couple, or marriage 
enrichment group program settings. For our purposes the terms "couple 
enrichment", and "marriage enrichment" will be synonymous although in 
reality there is a minor difference. In marriage enrichment programs it 
is generally assumed that the couples are married, whereas in couple 
enrichment programs the couples do not have to be married but do have to 
be committed to an intimate relationship.

Limitations of the Study

Participants in couple enrichment programs are generally those 
who profess to have a fairly well-functioning relationship and simply 

wish to enhance their relationship. Although the "I feel..." technique



is also used in counseling distressed couples, such relationships were 
not included in this study. Part of the screening process for entry 
into the sample was that participants must (1) be married three or more 
years, (2) profess to have no major problems in their relationship, and 
(3) not be currently involved in marriage counseling. In most couple 
enrichment programs screening for distressed couples rarely occurs. 
These conditions will obviously limit the generalizability of the 
results.

The couples used were volunteers and therefore may have 
characteristics which differ markedly from those of a non-volunteer 

group„
The subjects were all members of the Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints, These subjects are a somewhat unique group in that 
they are all members of a subculture which places a strong emphasis on 
the leadership role of males and upon the need for wives to be good 

followers and supportive of their spouses (Urban, 1981),
This chapter pointed out the stresses on present-day marriages 

and the need for evaluation of the components used in various marriage 
enrichment programs, It focused on the need to separate and study 
individual parts, particularly communication training, Attention was 
directed to concerns expressed by researchers about the effect of 

reporting methods used in communication evaluation and the inferences 

frequently and mistakenly made from coding observations.



CHAPTER 2

PROCEDURES AND METHODS

The population consisted of members of the Church of Jesus 

Christ of Latter-day Saints in a southwestern metropolitan area who had 
been married for three or more years» The sample consisted of nine 
volunteer couples from the population who registered for a "Long Course" 
couple enrichment program, "Couples Growing Together" held for two hours 
one evening a week for eight weeks during the Fall of 1983, or for a 
"Short Course" couple enrichment program which met for eight hours on a 
Saturday during the Fall of 1983, Invitations to join the program 
included a statement that during the sessions research would be 
conducted to determine the validity of "Couples Growing Together",

At the beginning of each course several questionnaires were 
administered: one to gather demographic information, (Appendix A), and 
the Marital Communication Inventory (Bienvenu, 1970) (Appendix B),to 
assess perceived communication interaction. Results from these 
questionnaires are provided in Chapter 3,

The design of the study was as follows:
Long course: During the normal course of the workshop the use of 

the "I feel.,." exercise was explained, demonstrated by the leaders, and 
practiced by the couples. Homework using the exercise was assigned so 
that its use became familiar to couples in the context of their daily

17
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liveso Whether the partners would commit themselves to use or not use 
the exercise was ascertained during the next few weeks of the workshop.

Short courses During the normal course of the workshop the "I 
feel..." exercise was explained, demonstrated by the leaders, and 
practiced by the couples. The couples were asked to practice the 
technique during discussion of a "Communications Inventory" over the 
lunch hour. Upon return to the workshop the couples were asked to 
ascertain for themselves whether or not they would use the technique in 
their daily lives.

The "I feel..." technique has the following steps and is thus 
highly structured. First, the partners decided who would be "A" and who 
would be "B", then:

Steg Partner Content of message
1 A "I feel... (emotion)."
2 B "Tell me about feeling... (emotion)."
3 A "I feel... (emotion) because...(several sentences)
4 B (Feeds back the information given in step 3)
5 A "Yes" (if feedback considered correct), or 

"No" (if feedback not considered correct— even if
the exact words had been provided by B).

If "No" was given the process started again at Step 2 and continued 
until an affirmation was achieved.

There are a number of teaching points about the structure that 
were made to the participants during the teaching of the "I feel..." 
technique. For example. Step 1 provided only for the statement "I
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feel...", and then a one-word emotion, or short phrase or statement 
containing the emotion. As explained, this specific form, beginning 
with the two words "I feel..." was expected to act as the signal, or 
"red flag" as the author likes to describe it, that partner "A" was 
going to use the "I feel..." technique. It was expected, if agreement 

had been made that both partners would use the technique, that partner 
"B", upon hearing "I feel..." would stop whatever he or she was doing 

and would listen carefully for the emotion statement that followed.
Some period of time, from an immediate statement to a pause of ten to 
thirty seconds would be needed for "A" to come up with the emotion.

Step 2 was likewise very structured. The wording was very 
specific and was designed to create a sense of invitation and caring.
It was an invitation in that it indicated "B" would like "A" to share 
what was concerning him or her, and it was caring in that "B" had heard 
the "I feel..." and the emotion attached, and was already focused in 
enough to hear what "A" was saying.

The stating by "A" of the reasons why he or she was feeling the 
way he/she was and the feedback provided by "B" in Steps 3 and 4 
depended upon the couple. However it was shown during the numerous 
practice exercises that too long a statement by "A" in Step 3 overloaded 
the memory of most partners, and thus the explanation had to be 
shortened and broken into several "I feel..." statements. Some partners 
have difficulty remembering several sentences if the content is involved 
or emotionally charged, whereas others can handle statements of much 
greater length.
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Step 5 required careful listening by "A" and a lot of courage. 

"A" had to concentrate on what "B" was feeding back to see whether or 
not he or she had been heard correctly. "A" had also to display the 
courage to say "no” if he or she did not think the partner had fed back 
correctly.

Clinical observation has shown that it is very common in the 
beginning stages of "I feel..." training for "A" to neither affirm nor 
deny the feedback and at the same time feel uncomfortable and unheard. 
Also "A" is often satisfied if only part of the original message is fed 
back by "B". Supervision by a group leader is needed to show partners 
that accepting only part of the original message as the whole during 
feedback is in itself a block to good communication. Accepting 
incorrect feedback has been reported by individuals as leaving a sense 
of distance and incompleteness in the partners. Enough times at not 
receiving feedback, or allowing incomplete feedback tends to stop 
couples from using the technique.

In order to objectify the level of warmth being expressed, a 
measurement system was devised that required the partners to move closer 
to or farther away from one another each time the other made a 
statement. This system had been incorporated into an exercise labelled 
the "Double Thermometer", an exercise normally used in conflict 
resolution or problem-solving activities. However in this study it was 
used as the measurement mechanism to test the effectiveness of the "I 
feel..." technique to create warmth between the partners, and not of the 
partners ability to solve a problem. As stated earlier, one aspect of
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communication that is desired by marital partners is the ability to hear 
and be heard, and to speak and be understood. If through the use of "I 
feeioo," this hearing and being heard created a situation in which an 
actual problem was resolved, then it is an additional benefit.

The "Double Thermometer" exercise, (which has physical movement 
by one partner in response to a communication attempt by the other 
partner as a major part of its structure,) was used in the sixth session 
of the Long Course couple enrichment workshop; the "I feel..," exercise 
had been introduced in session two. In the Short Course couple 
enrichment workshop the "I feel...” exercise was introduced before the 
lunch break and the "Double Thermometer" was used in the middle of the 
afternoon session. The exercise used a real problem that one member of 
the pair had chosen to discuss with his/her partner. As this was a 
personal problem it was discussed out of hearing and visual range of 
other members of the workshop. (In the CGT program personal issues 
between partners are not raised in a group setting unless the partners 
wish to share their problem in the hope that by doing so similarities 
between their situation and situations with other couples can be seen 
and possible solutions worked out to the advantage of all in the 

workshop.) The only other persons present within hearing and visual 
distance were the workshop leaders who had informed the couple 
beforehand that they would be present. The other members of the 
marriage enrichment group were working on their own situations, or were 
doing other activities.

The exercise, "The Double Thermometer", proceeded as follows;
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the partners began by standing 12 feet apart facing one another. "A" 
made a statement explaining the problem. Upon hearing the statement,
"B" had to move forward or backward indicating the degree of warmth or 
coldness he/she felt as a result of "A1s'* statement, before verbally 
responding. "B" then verbally responded, and "A” then had to make a 
move forward or backward according to the warmth or coldness perceived 
in reaction to "B's" statement. Similarly, ”A" made a further 
statement, "B” moved, and so on. The objective of the exercise was for 
the couple to discuss the conflict openly, to give honest non-verbal 
feedback, and at the same time, to generate warmth until they were 
standing face to face.

For this study using the "I feel..." technique the partners were 
set up twelve feet apartj "A" provided the problem situation and the 

couple attempted to resolve it following the "Double Thermometer" 
procedure plus their own communication processes. They were instructed 
to attempt to bring themselves closer together using their own verbal 
interaction. During this exercise the degree of wramth or coolness was 
measured by the actual distance moved by each partner, in response to 
spousal statements, as determined by pre-measured positions of chairs 
and markings on the wall behind the subjects. The exercise was 
videotaped to enable independent observers to later view the proceedings 
and determine the quantity and direction of movement of the partners, 
thus not influencing the partners directly during the exercise.

One leader allowed the couple to make as many statements as they 
wanted during a two-minute beginning period. Then she moved to the side
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of "A" and suggested at this intervention point that "A" use an "I 
feel, o o*' statement and observe "B's" movement.

By comparing the amount and direction of movement of the 
partners during the five statement segment immediately proceeding the 
intervention point and use of the ”1 feel..," technique, and the amount 
and direction of movement during the use of the "I feel.." technique, an 
evaluation was made about whether or not it was the use of the "I 
feel..." technique that caused the greatest amount of movement and not 
simply the fact that any communication could have produced the same 
effect.

Analysis of data using comparison of means for two dependent 
samples was conducted to determine whether the difference was 
statistically significant between the two periods of movement. Because 

of the small number of cases, a large variation was required to show 
significance.

A number of other analyses of data was accomplished and the 
results and discussion of these are included in Chapter 3,



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the demographic survey and the Marital 
Communication Inventory will be discussed first0 The report of the 
results of the experiment will follow.

Demographic data for the subjects who particpated in the study 
are provided in Table 1 belows

Table 1, Pertinent Demographic Information

Length of marriages
Years Number of persons

4
5 
7

13 
20 
22 
24 

. 34
Number of children.

Couple

2
2
2
2
4
2
2
2

Number of children
1 8
2 8
3 3
4 3
5 6
6 2

24
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7 2
8 5
9 3

3o Which spouse suggested registration
in Couples Growing Together?

Number of persons
Husband 3
Wife 9
Both 6

4o What was the other spouse’s reaction?
Number of persons

Positive 14
Neutral 2
Negative 2

5o Annual family income =
Number of persons

0 to 15,000 2
15,000 to 30,000 15
over 30,000 1

6o Have either of you had previous
Marriage enrichment experience?

Number of persons
Yes 5
No 13

7. Do you consider that you have a
major problem in your relationship?

, Number of persons
Yes 3
No 14
Blank 1

On a scale of l(low) to 10(high) 
to what extent would you rate your 
marriage as being traditional?

Scale Number oil persons
Husband Wife

3 1
5 1
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7
8 
9

10

1
4
2
1

1
5
2

9, One goal of this program is to create 
an egalitarian relationship0 On a 
scale of l(low) to 10(high) to what 
extent for you agree with this goal?

Scale Number of 
Husband

persons
Wife

5 2 2
8 2 1

10 5 6

The range of marriage lengths is from four to thirty-four years 
as shown in Table 1. The minimum length of marriage to enrol in the 
courses had been set at three years, but the mean length of marriage of 
16o6 years for these subjects was higher than generally seen in this 
particular marriage enrichment course. Older persons who enrol 
frequently are those who have been previously married and who are now 
working on enriching their second, or third relationship. In this 
sample there had been no divorces or remarriages for any of the couples, 
which is highly unusual, and may limit the generalizability of the 
results.

Large families are an important value in Mormon society and 
these couples averaged 4.33 children, with two couples having two 
children each, and two couples having eight children each.

As with many couples seen by the author during marriage 
enrichment workshops, both spouses were not equally thrilled about the
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idea of attending a marriage enrichment program. There was much 
recognition when the leaders explained how they understood the 
difficulties couples have in signing up for a course in something 
supposedly as private as marriage. It was acknowledged that reasons for 
this reluctance included fear that by going to a "marriage" course the 
neighbors and relatives would think something was wrong with the 
marriage, or even worse, the fear that they may actually find something 
wrong in their marriage. Having two persons in the sample express the 
opinion that they were negative in their response to their partners’ 
suggestion to attend the course was not unusual and probably not 
significant.

Table 1 shows the experience couples have had with other 
marriage enrichment programs. Five subjects indicated they had 
previously participated in a form of marriage enrichment. However, in 
later discussions it was determined that the experiences had been 
informal, or of very short (1-2 hour) duration, or a form of premarital 
preparation for marriage.

Table 1 indicates that contrary to the expressed conditions that 
couples with problems not enrol in the workshops, three of the eighteen 
subjects in this sample indicated they considered they had a major 
problem in their relationship. It was noted earlier that marriage 
enrichment groups do not screen for distress in the enrollment procedure 
and it is the author’s experience that every course he has conducted has 

included one or more couples who would be described as having a 
clinically distressed relationship. Thus the couples in this sample
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were closer to the general population who attend marriage enrichment 
courses than originally expected.

The subjects rated themselves very high on the question of 
having a traditional marriage. "Traditional" was not specifically 
defined but was generally reported by the subjects to mean "father works 
and supports his family and mother stays home and looks after the home." 
With a possible range of l(Low) to 10(High) fifteen of the eighteen 
subjects gave values of from 8 to 10 (Mean = 8.17, Standard Deviation = 
1,71), The author is aware from personal contact with the subjects that 
only one of the wives had a full-time job outside of the home, and this 
was in a family business. Outside work for compensation was not a part 
of these wives’ life-style. Even though some of the families had a 
relatively low income level it was not expected that wives would seek 

employment.
It was stated on the questionnaire that one goal of the Couples 

Growing Together program was to create an egalitarian relationship.
This shared decision-making and equal relationship is important to the 
majority of the subjects with eleven subjects rating the importance of 
this as 10 on a scale ranging from l(Low) to 10(High) (Mean = 8.56, 
Standard Deviation = 2,03). There was little difference between the 
responses of husbands and wives to this question. It was quickly noted 
by the author that the term "egalitarian", although fairly well defined 
and in considerable use in the marriage therapy literature, is not in 
common use in the general population. The term was defined at the time 
of administration of the "General Information Questionnaire" to refer to
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a relationship where there is shared decision-making and each partner is 
of equal worth in the relationship.

As a result of this lack of preciseness, the significance of 
these two questions regarding traditional marriages and egalitarian 
relationships can not be considered as definitive and conclusions from 
this information must be used with caution.

Results of the Marital Communication Inventory 

In addition to the demographic information indicated above, the 
couples completed Bienvenu’s Marital Communication Inventory before the 
programs. The results for several items which are particularly 
pertinent to this study of communication are shown in Tables 2 and 3 
below. Two tables are shown because scoring for positive communication 
is different for the various questions on this inventory.
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Table 2, Results of the Marital Communication Inventory (A) o

Item Number and Content Mean St. Dev.

3„ Do you have a tendency to keep your feelings 
to yourself?

Husband .89 .60
Wife 1.11 .92
Total 1.00 .77

13. Is it hard to understand your wife"s/husband’s 
feelings and attitudes?

Husband .89 .60
Wife 1.00 .50
Total .94 .54

19. Do you avoid expressing disagreement with 
her/him because you ar afraid he/she will 
get angry?

Husband 1.22 1.09
Wife 1.67 = 87
Total 1.44 .98

27. Do you find it difficult to express your true 
feelings to him/her?

Husband 1.11 .93
Wife 1.22 .97
Total 1.17 .92

31. Does your husband/wife accuse you of not 
listening to what he/she says?

Husband 1.44 1.01
Wife 1.44 .88
Total 1.44 .92

44. Do you hesitate to discuss certain things with 
your husband/wife because you are afraid he/she 
might hurt your feelings?

Husband 1.22 .67
Wife 2.00 .87
Total 1.61 .85

Scales 0 = Usually, 1 = Sometimes, 2 = Seldom, 3 = Never
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Table 3, Results of the Marital Communication Inventory (B)

Item number and Content Mean St, Dev.

8. Does he/she seem to understand your feelings?
Husband 2.00 .71
Wife 2.00 .71
Total 2.00 ,69

10. Does he/she listen to what you have to say?
Husband 2.56 .73
Wife 2.67 ,50
Total 2.61 .60

15. Does he/she let you finish talking before 
responding to what you are saying?

Husband 2.56 .73
Wife 2.67 .50
Total 2.61 .60

23. Do you help hem/her understand you by saying 
how you think, feel and believe?

Husband 2.11 .60
Wife 2.11 1,05
Total 2.11 .83

35. Do you feel that in most matters your husband/ 
wife knows what you are trying to say?

Husband 2.44 .73
Wife 2.67 .50
Total 2.55 .61

Scales 0 = Never, 1 = Seldom, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Usually

It is important to point out at this time that the sample size 
of eighteen does not lend itself to making broad generalizations. There 
are, however, some important contributions this information provides for 
understanding the need for the particular technique tested in this 
study, and for understanding communication between spouses in this
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particular population. Discussion of the questions in the tables above 
and possible relationships between questions will be useful,

Question 3 asked if the partners had a tendency to keep their 
feelings to themselves, It is noted that the mean of 1,00 and the 
standard deviation of 0.77 indicated the subjects tend to keep their 
feelings to themselves to some extent, and the husband/wife figures 
indicate husbands report they tend to do this slightly more than wives. 
There are many possibilities for this withholding, among them are an 
inability to identify feelings, and also a fear that they will be 
criticized while exposing their feelings. The standard deviation of 
0.77 accompanied by the mean of 1.00 indicates a large number of 
subjects usually keep their feelings to themselves.

Although the results are not quite as extreme, Question 27 asked 
a parallel question to Question 3 above. It asked "Do you find it 
difficult to express your true feelings to him/her?" The mean of 1.11 
and standard deviation of 0.93 indicates some reticence to express one’s 
true feelings to one's spouse.

Although these two questions provide information on how much 
each partner expresses feelings to their spouse, it does not give us 
information on why the feelings are not provided. Some of the other 
questions in the Marital Communications Inventory help us in making some 
guesses however. For example. Question 13 asked the partners, "Is it 

hard to understand your wife's/husband's feelings and attitudes?" The 
score of 0,94 and standard deviation of 0.54 show a difficulty in 
understanding the feelings and attitudes of one's spouse. It would
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appear that the partners frequently are forced to play the guessing 
game. "I won’t, or find, it difficult, to express my true feelings to 

you. However, I expect you to guess and understand how I am feeling," 
This mind-reading game has been found in clinical therapy to be a 
definite^block to communication (Margolin and Jacobson, 1979). The 

Pearson correlation coefficient with questions 3 and 27 is quite high at 
r=0.56„

It is interesting to look at the relationship between Question 
13 ("Is it hard to understand your wife’s/husband’s feelings and 
attitudes?") and Question 35 ("Do you feel that in most matters your 

wife knows what you are trying to say?"). It appears that partners find 
it difficult to understand their spouse’s feelings and attitudes, but on 
the other hand they do think the partner understands what they 
themselves are trying to say. The author gets the impression that the 
unspoken communication between the partners is, "We are married and even 
though I don’t tell you what I am thinking you should be able to figure 

it out," This is a pattern of communication that occurs in couples who 
are seen in marriage therapy, as well as, it appears, in marriage 
enrichment programs,

The partners did consider that their spouses listened to what 
they had to say, and in addition, agreed that their spouses made the 

effort to allow the speaker to finish talking before responding to what 
they said, as there was high agreement on these two points, A question 
in a similar vein indicated that spouses are not very consistent in 
agreement on whether or not spouses accuse each other of not listening
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to what he or she says, nor is there much definite direction that could 

be taken from question 45 which asked "Do you pretend you are listening 
to him/her when actually you are not really listening.?"

Result of the Experimental Procedures 
All subjects had participated in one of two marriage enrichment 

programs during the Fall of 1983. Seven of the couples had enrolled in 
an eight-week Long Course which met one evening a week for two hours. 
These couples had been taught the "I feel..." technique during the third 
session and had been asked to practice the technique during the week 
between sessions. In order to generate the emotion required for the "I 
feel..." exercise it was recommended that the couple select pictures 
from magazines to use as emotion-creating stimuli. This procedure 
followed standard behavioral training which emphasizes learning the 
communication content and process prior to applying it as a technique 
for problem-solving. At the fourth session, the group leaders modeled 
the behaviors required for the technique, and had answered various 
questions from the participants, including queries regarding both the 
artificiality of the emotion-generating mechanism, and the discipline 
required to stay with the exact wording in the technique. Following the 
explanations the couples were asked to decide for themselves whether or 
not they would use the technique in their own relationship. The 
question that they were asked to decide for themselves was, "If I hear 
the words "I feel..." from my partner, am I prepared to stop whatever it 
is I am doing or saying and follow the steps in the technique?" Each
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partner determined this for themselves and reported that they agreed to 
use the technique.

Two couples in the experimental sample had enrolled in an 
eight-hour one-day marriage enrichment workshop conducted by the same 
leaders during the Fall of 1983. The teaching location was the same as 
for the Long-Course participants. During the course of the day the "I 
feel..." technique was taught to the participants in the same manner as 
the Long-Course participants. However these couples did not have the 
opportunity to have an intervening week of structured practice before 
the questions about the technique were answered and before the agreement 
to use the technique was ascertained. In their case a one and one-half 
hour period over the lunch hour, when they were asked to use the "I 
feel..." while working on a communication checklist was the practice 
period. Following this practice period the use of the technique was 
modeled again by the leaders, questions answered, and agreement 
ascertained by the couples that they would use the procedures when 
either partner desired it. As it turned out, only one of the couples in 
the twenty-four who participated in the courses did not agree to use the 
technique. This couple happened to volunteer for this study which 
required use of the "I feel..." technique. This couple is not 
identifiable through the data, as date of marriage is the method used 
for identifying information. Neither was there any way to determine 
prior to the experimental procedures whether they had agreed to use the 
technique in the weeks intervening between the training and the actual 
experiment without providing some contamination to the study.
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Correspondingly, none of the couples who had originally agreed to use 
the technique were questioned to determine whether they had decided in 
the meantime to not use the technique or to modify it in any way.

In both the Short- and Long-Course the only monitoring the 
participants received to determine the correct use of the technique was 
during the initial teaching period, and through a modeling behavior 
carried out by the co-leaders during the sessions in the following 
weeks, or the following hours, depending upon the course. The time 
between the teaching of the "I feel..." technique and the actual 
experiment was constant with at least a three week period between the 
original teaching and the experimentation.

During clinical marriage therapy when the "I feel..." technique 
is taught and practiced it is monitored over a number of sessions and 
the clients are encouraged to keep to the exact wording. A difficulty 
with the marriage enrichment program method of teaching the technique 
was that there was not an opportunity to oversee the use of the 
structured format, and correct the typical modification errors that 
creep in over the course of time. This in itself would not be a concern 
as there is a flexibility to the wording of the technique that each 
couple over time could determine for themselves, and which would suit 
their own patterns of communication. However, for the purposes of this 
study it was postulated that the use of the highly structured wording 
pattern was important and necessary to create the closeness and warmth 
expected. The research did not provide for major modification of the 
structured wording, or of testing of the effects of change. It is
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obvious that the author could not tell the participants, either before 
or during the experiment, to use any particular words, or even to know, 
beyond being guided once to "Try using an 'I feel...' message" that this 
technique might be useful at that particular point in the dialogue. It 
will be seen later in this chapter that this strict adherence to 
non-contribution of a halo-effect, or contamination of the experiment 
did not help in data gathering.

Two measures were used during the study to determine degree of 
warmth felt as a result of each partners' verbalized statements.
Chapter 2 described in detail the "I feel..." technique, and the "Double 
Thermometer" measurement procedure. A paper-and-pencil test was also 
used to gather data with the use of the technique. Some details about 
the use of the "I feel..." process and data gathered will be discussed 
first.

Each step in the "I feel...” technique has choices associated 
with it. As noted previously the first statement by "A" provided for "I 
feel...", followed by a word or short phrase identifying the emotion.
In non-clinical therapy, such as these marriage enrichment courses, the 
spouses were not guided, beyond the original short teaching period and 
the modeling by the group leaders, to keep the first "I feel..." 
statement to a word or short phrase, and thus various combinations of 
wording in the first statement were used by the subjects. The wording 
style was coded by the raters from the videotaped record.

The results of the determination of the quality of "I feel..."

statement is shown in Table 4 belows
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Table 4, Quality of "I feel..." statement

Quality Number of Cases

1 9
2 5
3 2
4 2

scales 1 = "I feel..." followed by one word or short phrase emotion, 2 
= "I feel..." followed by an emotion and one or more sentences which 
almost became an explanation, 3 = "I feel..." followed by no 
identifiable emotion statement, and/or no "I feel..." statement, and 4 = 
no "I feel..." intervention reached prior to the end of the discussion 
by the couple.

A multiple regression analysis was conducted on the inter-rater 

reliability for this factor and a multiple B. of 0.98 was obtained. This 
is indicative of high reliability among coders for quality of statement.

It is immediately evident that slightly more than half of the 
subjects chose to use the specified "I feel..." statement. However, 
five of the "A's" chose to accompany their statement with extra wording, 
two did not couple the statement with an emotion, and two did not reach 
the intervention point. By not using the structure as taught, which was 
designed to reduce the possible considerations of attack, fear, and 
criticism in the receiving partner "B", the possibility of closing off 
the discussion and closing down the openness was increased by "A". This 
was a choice that was made, consciously or unconsciously, and may have 
been the result of improper teaching of the technique.
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non-internalization of the need for the structure by "A”, or sabotage of 
the communication for whatever reason— fear, inability to identify an 
emotion, or "game" playing (Driekurs,1968)„

Partner "B" upon hearing the "I feel..." statement by "A" had a 
choice of whether to follow the structure and provide the invitation 
"Tell me about feeling..." or to respond to the statement with a 
statement of their own that did not follow the structure. Eight of the 
"B's" responded to "A's" "I feel..." statement with the response which 
included the invitational wording. It was evident that much of the 
significance of the use of the technique depended upon the choices made 
during the first two statements. Even if "A" had not given a perfectly 
clear first statement, "B" had the opportunity to salvage the process 
with the use of an invitational statement, or shut it down with a 
reactive responsive statement. As can be expected, even a perfectly 
clear "I feel..." statement can be ignored if "B" chooses to do so. A 
good example of this occurred with one couple when "A" stated, "I feel 
confused" and "B" responded with the statement, "Then you have always 
been confused..." After this response "A" did not attempt expressing 
feelings spontaneously again during this discussion, Similar examples 
could be provided where "A" used an attacking statement and "B" shut 
down.

The research into the feeling of warmth or coolness by each 
partner as a result of the motion and statements made by their spouse 
was carried out following the procedures described in Chapter 2. The 
distance the partners were apart at the beginning of the measured five
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statements immediately preceeding the intervention by the leader, 
compared to the distance the partners were apart at the intervention 
point was taken as the evidence for the couples * ability, or lack 

thereof, to provide warming and non-threatening statements using their 
own unstructured communication methods, The values for the distances 
moved were determined by three raters observing the videotapes of the 
interactions and independently coding the movement following each 
statement. Interrater reliability was statistically analyzed for five 
statements and all five R's were in the 0,99 range.

It is clear that there was high reliability between raters and 
that the coding method provided consistent values. For use in the 
statistics the Mean of the three raters was calculated for each movement 
and used in the various operations. The movement during the five 
statements prior to the intervention provided the following results:
Mean = 17,44 inches. Standard Deviation = 31.49 inches.

These values provide movement by couples both toward and away 
from each other, A positive value indicates the partners were closer 
together following the five statements and a negative value indicates 
they were farther apart. There was a wide range of values for the 
eighteen cases and the data is provided in Appendix D. It is clear that 

most couples were capable of drawing each other closer and increasing 
the degree of intimacy between them with their own unstructured 

statements.
The null hypothesis for this study stated:

Ho - The use of the "I feel..." technique during a marriage
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communication exercise will not show a larger reduction of
distance between the spouses compared to a similar period of
time when the technique is not used.

Following the intervention of the co-leader, which consisted of
suggesting an *'I feel..." message be used at that point, five cases were
found that followed the structure as outlined in Chapter 2.

These five cases provided the following results s
Table 5, Movement during the five statements prior to the intervention 

compared to movement during the use of the "I feel..." 
technique.

Case Movement Prior Movement During

1 55,34 inches 77,66 inches
2 56.34 22.33

3 41.67 15.33

4 7.34 9.66

5 -45.34 107

Mean = 23.07 Mean = 46.40
St. Dev. =38.53 St. Dev. = 38.85

This low sample size provided a large possibility of error in 
accepting or rejecting the hypothesis. Because population parameters 
are unknown estimates can only be provided from the sample» This need 
to estimate the value of the population parameters from the sample 

statistics forced the author to use Students' distribution in
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determining the critical-t. More information on this topic may be found 
in most statistics textbooks, for example. Minium (1978).

Calculation of t by testing the means of dependent variables 
(Minium, 1978) provided a t = 0.69. The critical-t for a significance 
of .05 and four degrees of freedom was determined from reference tables 
to be 2.132. It is clear that the experimental-t is much less than the 
critical value and therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected. 
According to the null hypothesis therefore, the use of the "I feel..." 
technique during a marriage communication exercise does not show a 
larger reduction of distance between the spouses than during a similar 

period of time when the technique is not used.
Notwithstanding the statistical lack of significance of the 

experimental results there is much to be gained from a graphical 
analysis of the data for the five cases.
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It is immediately apparent that in all cases the direction moved 
during the use of the ”1 feel,.." technique is positive, that is, 
towards each other„ All cases showed a reduction in the distance 
between the partners from the beginning of the "I feelooo" technique and 
its finisho Table 5 showed the distance couples moved using their own 
unstructured communication compared with the use of the "I feel,.." 
technique. The graphical analysis depicted in Figure 1 and some 
additional scrutiny is instuctive. Three of the five cases, a, d, and 
e, showed that the use of the "I feel..." technique provided a greater 

positive movement than when the couple were using their own methods of 
communication. One couple (Figure l,e) had a very large change of 
feeling and distance and it could be argued that not only did the "I 
feel..." technique help produce such a large quantity of movement but it 
may also have served as the "break point" to enable the couple to get 
out of their destructive communication pattern and permitted them to 
change the direction of movement. It is also interesting that the two 
cases (Figure 1, b and c) where the use of the "I feel..." technique 
provided less movement than during the five "self-talk" statements were 
with the same couple. This couple moved together a large amount with 
their own methods, and were quite close together when the intervention 
was made. For example, Figure 1 shows the distance apart at the 
intervention for the three cases which had a high positive movement 
during the use of the "I feel..." technique as 115, 123.33, and 139 
inches, whereas the distance apart for the two cases which had less than 

the "self-talk" movement during the "I feel..." technique as 74.33 and

o
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76066 inches = These two cases started the "I feel,»o" section much 
closer together. We have no way of determining factors such as the 
"comfort zone" distance for this couple and this may have some influence 
on the results,

It is possible then that the movement using the "I feel.,." 
exercise may be significant when the partners are farther apart on an 
issue than when they are already in some agreement. This possibility 
will be addressed in Chapter 4.

Analysis was made of the effect of problem order on movement 
during the five-statement period prior to the intervention. Subjects 
who stated their problem first had a movement during the five statements 
of 7.85 inches with a standard deviation of 33.27 inches. Subjects who 
stated their problem second had a mean movement of 27.04 inches with a 
standard deviation of 26.33 inches. These are large differences and 
provide a t-score of 1.28. With a critical-t value of 1.39 for nine 
degrees of freedom the significance almost attained the .10 level. One 
possibility for the large difference could be that there is less threat 
to the second problem stater as he or she knows what is possible in the 

exercise.
The second measure used in movement during this study was 

described as a pencil and paper test. The subjects listened to the 
audio portion of their discussions and coded on a three-point scale of 

cold, neutral, and warm the level of emotion felt with each statement 
made by their spouse. These scores were then matched with the direction 
of movement actually made during the discussions. Table 6 shows the
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correlation made with the pencil and paper test and the actual movements 
as coded by the videotape raters„

Table 6, Pearson correlation of actual movement coded by three raters
viewing videotapes and degree ratings provided by the subjects 
on a paper-and-pencil test.

Questionnaire rating for statement number
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 r=.199
Direction 2

p=.247
r=,375

of
Actual 3

p=.063
r=.327

Movement
for 4

p=.100
r=.387

Statement
5 _ „

p=„069
r=.610

6
p=.004

r=o471
p=o101

Notes Statements 1-5 are prior to use of the "I feel...".
Sufficient cases for analysis were not available 
beyond statement 6.
It was evident that the correlation coefficient increased as the 

subjects achieved more familiarity with the paper and pencil test and 

were more comfortable about hearing themselves on the tape. There is 
some indication that with more time to listen to the tapes and more 
experience with the test; this could be a relatively simple way to code 

feelings from statements heard.



CHAPTER A

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This final chapter begins with a discussion o f  the results of 
the research findings reported in the last chapter„ Then, the chapter 
turns to a discussion of suggestions for further research in the area of 

communication training, as well as data collection methods,

Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the "I feel...” technique used in the marriage enrichment program, 
"Couples Growing Together", using an objective measurement technique. 
Several conclusions are indicated based upon the results of the study.

The results do not support the hypothesis that the use of the "I 
feel..." technique during a marriage enrichment exercise would develop 
significantly increased warmth between the partners, as exhibited by a 
decrease in physical distance between them, compared to a similar period 
of time when the technique was not used. This conclusion is based upon 
the low statistical significance shown when the distances moved in the 
two situations were compared.

The results do offer some support for the contention that the 

use of the "I feel..." technique does enable partners to draw closer 
together during discussion of a problem situation. Graphical portrayal 

of the movement provided evidence for this conclusion.
4?
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Inter-rater reliability in the use of the objective measurement 
method was very high and the increasing correlation with the 
paper-and-pencil test to the video-tape-coding as time increased 
provided evidence that the exercise in which the objective measurement 
method was employed had consequence„ Subjective statements by a number 
of subjects provided supportive evidence to the author that the 
measurement exercise of the "Double Thermometer" was significant to 

them.

Implications

The results of this study have several implications for future 
research and the use during marriage enrichment programs of the "I 

feel.o o" technique.
It is evident from the small number of cases available for 

analysis that it may be advisable to consider this study as providing 
direction, similar to a pilot study, and take another population and 
conduct the same study again with expectations that there would be a 
larger number of cases available for analysis. A positive result was 
found for the cases used in this study, although not statistically 
significant, and this lends credence to the hypothesis and further 
testing is needed before rejection is decided. The expectation of 
finding more cases to analyse in another study may be more a wish than 
reality. In this study, after the author had videotaped the first eight 
problem statements, cases involving four couples, without once getting 
beyond the intervention (and with one couple not even reaching the time 
for intervention), he dispaired of ever getting any data using the "I

i
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feel,o o" technique, and it took great will-power to hold to the standard 
format for the remainder of the cases.

The same design could be used but following a more intensive 
training in the use of the "I feel,,." technique, and also without 
waiting the three week period which was used in this study. The 
three-week waiting period was expected to diminish the contamination but 

may instead have extinguished the use of the "I feel.i," technique in 
the intervening time period. It was noted that a "reactive" statement 
by a receiving spouse to an "I feel..." message tended to shut down the 
openness exhibited by the expresser. It may not take many rebuffs to 

stop chance-taking by expressing personal emotional feelings.
Since the time of the experimental work the author has 

considered that there is a need for greater monitoring of the wording of 
the statements made by each partner and more effort will be placed in 
this area. It has also become clear that couples have the opportunity 

to modify the wording of the statements to suit their own particular 
styles. One of the assumptions of this study was that the "I feel..." 
technique was highly structured and that was one of the salient points 
towards its effectiveness. Thus modifications to suit individual 
couples was not permitted for analysis in this study. Research is 
needed to determine the modifications possible within the "I feel..." 
structure and how the modifications affect the basic principles that are 
used to design the specific steps in the technique.

Several additional questions could be studied with regard to the 

points given above. It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that the receiving
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partner B" could keep the "I feel..." process going, even if "A" had not 
provided an exact message, by using the invitational response. It may 
be valuable to determine how many times "A" would be willing to chance 
expressing his or her true emotions if he/she was not going to be 
responded to with an invitation, and this result could also be compared 
to the frequency when the invitational response was given.

During the discussion of the literature in Chapter 1 attention 
was drawn to the descriptive terms used for observational coding, and 
whether or not the valence of communication messages was the same for 
observers as for participants. During the distance coding of the 
video-tape all three raters commented upon the direction the spouses 
moved in comparison to the direction the raters expected. Attention 
should be given to this area. There appears to be many reasons why 
participants move in the direction they do and in the amount they do.
In this study one male subject found his statements kept moving his wife 
back until she was against the wall whereas he was right up to the 
center position. The husband could not understand how he was having 
such a negative influence and said to the author that he was really 
trying to prove his lack of threat to his wife by being closer, but his 
actions and words were obviously having an opposite effect upon her.

The "Double Thermometer" exercise brings into play more 
non-verbal behavior than simple movement in response to statements, and 
thus measurement of warmth using this method may be over-simplification. 
It would be interesting to study the effect of wording on warmth without 
the observation of the non-verbal spousal behavior.
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This is possibly an opportune time to point out that the 
experimental techniques used real people with real problems and it would 
have been entirely unethical to leave a couple in the position described 
above. Following the video-taped, portion which occurred during the 
first four or five minutes of their interaction the couples were aided 
by the co-leaders to come to a satisfactory conclusion to the stated 
problem and side-issues that frequently occurred during the experience. 
Couples were not left to their own devices when there was possibility of 
further negative feelings.

In Chapter 3 there is a statement that subjects had some 
difficulty with the paper-and-pencil test, for example, in following the 
back-and-forth statements and in the following coding needed. More 
attention should be placed upon the technique utilized as the 
correlations between observation and subject coding became quite 
significant. It may be that audiotaping the same exercise and replaying 
it for paper-and-pencil coding by the participants would be sufficient 
for analysis. It is highly recommended that the scales on the 
paper-and-pencil tests be modified to allow for continuous marking of 
felt emotion along the cold to warm scale. There could be some valuable 
comparisons made between the positioning upon the scale and the actual 
amount of distance moved by each partner when receiving a statement.

Little has been said with regard to the items of the Marital 

Communication Inventory other than in a descriptive manner. These items 
were not subjected to statistical analysis with items of the 
experimental procedure. There are many possibilities in comparing the
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various items in the Inventory with movement, quality of statements, and 
use or non-use of various steps in the "I feel..." technique.



GENERAL INFORMATION - COUPLES GROWING TOGETHER
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GENERAL INFORMATION - COUPLES GROWING TOGETHER

Wife____Husband Date of birth: /____/___ Date of Marriage____/ /

If you have been married previously, please give the year(s) of the
marriage(s),______ _ and of its termination(s) 0 Were you a widow?
divorcee?______ ~"

Children:
Sex Date of birth children of: both husband wife foster adopted

Which spouse suggested registration in Couples Growing Together?______________

What was the other spouse's reaction? Positive Neutral Negative

On a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high) to what extent would you rate your marriage as 
being traditional?^____

Do you have a temple marriage? _ _ _ _

Annual Family Income: 0 - $15,000 g $15,000 - 30,000 ; over $30,000

Your highest level of education obtained: ____________________________

Have either of you had previous marriage enrichment experience? Who?
When?_________;___Title of program __________________________________________

Are either of you currently in any form of marriage counseling? yes no

Do you consider that you have a major problem in your marriage? yes____no_____

One goal of this program is to create an egalitarian relationshipo On a scale of 1 
(low) to 10 (high) to what extent do you agree with this goal?_____

Is there anything else you want the researchers to know about you?
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A MARITAL COMMUNICATION INVENTORY (FORM F) 
FORM M (FOR MALES) IS EXACTLY THE SAME
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A lto n  1 YOU

Read ihc lollowing sentences and complete them with the first thing that comes to 
x«mr mind. It i\ important lor \ou and >our spouse to agree that \ou will not hold 
am thing against each other lor expressing your x iews. Your goal is to better 
understand each other, so please he frank in order to benefit as much as xou can 
I mm this actixitx.

I LATELY. OUR R ELA TIO NSHIP _________________________________

2. THE MAIN PROBLEM I SEE LACING US AT THIS TIME IS __

3. ABOUI MY SPO USE . I APPRECIATE:

a. ____________________________________ __________ _________ __  .

b. ___ _______________ ___ ______________ _______ ___________ ________— _______

4. TWO THINGS I W AN T FROM MY SPOUSE TH AT EM NOT  
GETTING:

M. " ______________________________________ ____________________________ _____

b. ________ _______ ______________________
5. IT W O ULD HELP OUR RELATIONSHIP IF I ___ ___ __________

6. I’M WILLING TO __ ________________________ ____________________

Cienerol OnformoBlon:

Your Age_____ _ Husband’s Age_______  Length of Present Marriage _

Your Religious Preference__________  Your Husbands Preference__________

Haxc You Ever Been Married, Divorced, or Widowed Before? YES NO

If YES. Please Explain__________________________________ _______________ _

Your Education_____________________ Occupation_____________________

Husband's Education_____________ His Occupation_____________________

Your Children's Ages: Ages of Boys_____________ Ages of Girls.____________

FORM F

A MARITAL COMMUNICATION 
INVENTORY

DEYM.orKI) R\
MILLARD J. BIENYENL. SR. 1979 R W o W

This inxentorx offers you an opportunity to make an ohivvtixv \tudx »*l ihv *h._; e. 
and patterns ol communication in xour marital iclalionship It xx ill viuM. x mi. 
xour husband to better understand each other. We helicxe x»»u xxill !n;il a h«.ti. 
interesting and helpful to make this study.

DIRECTIONS
1. Please answer each question as qttiekly as you can according to the xxax you Uv» 

at the numwnt (not the xxax you usually I eel or felt last week. I

2. Do not consult your husband while completing this inxcnimx. S ou max 
discuss it with him after both of you haxc completed it. Remember that the 
counseling xalue of this form will he lost if you change am answer during or 
after this discussion.

3. Honest answers are xrrr necessary if this form is to he of xalue. Please be as 
frank as possible. Your answers are confidential. Your name is not required

4. Use the following examples for practice. Put a check ( ) in taw of the lour
blanks on the right to show how the question applies to xoui marriage.

S4IMI ■
i si mix mils siiimxi m xin

Docs your husband talk about his real feelings? ____  ____  ____  _ _ _

Docs he let you know when his feelings are hurt? ____  ____  __________

5. Read each question carefully. If you cannot gixe the exact answer to a question, 
answer the best you can but he sure to answer each one. I here are no tight o r . 
wrong answers. Answer according to the way \t>u I eel at ihv tavwm nmv.

( cptrtQCtt I9T9 MKte»d I  CSrcneoa. Sr rtgbt. rr«« ttrd  
Prkvlrd to I tar I *hrd Mdlr> XfWrf ho 

Pefciktard t.% I W ill  X M l I H  Rl II X ll l lS s .  |S |  
Dm 4:7. SdhKld. S I 26711



I. On you ond your husband discu!ls the manner in 
which the fomih· income should be Sf"'nl"' 

2. IJml he discu.ss his work ond interests with 
you? 

l On you have n tendency to keep your feelings to 
vourself" 

4. is your husband\ lone of voice irritating·• 
S. Docs he ha•e o tendency to say things which 

~>·ould be better left unsaid~ 
6. Are your mealtime conversations easy ond 

pleo!l!lnt"~ 

7. IJo you find younelf !teeping orter him obout him 
faults·~ 

11. l>oe. he seem to understood your feelings? 
9. l>ue• your husl10nd na12 you·~ 

Ill. Does he l"ten to v.hot you hove to 'IllY' 
11. ~s it upset you to o 11reot extent when your 

husbond is ongry with you~ 
12. Does he pay you compliments ond !lOY nice things 

to \'OU'~ 
ll Is it herd to understood your hu•band's feelings 

ond ott it udcs·~ 
14. h he affectiunole to<i>ord vou• 
IS. Does he let you finish toiking before respondinll 

to what ~·ou ore soyin(j' 
16. Do \"ou ond vour hu•bond remoin !lilent fo.r 

long. periods when you are antzry with one 
another·• 

17. !Joe• he ollow ~·ou to pursue your own intemts 
ond activities even if they nrc different from 
hi,'.' 

IH. IJo>es he uy to lift your spirit• when you ore 
depressed or di"<Courotzed' 

19. IJo vou FJYoid e•l're"'"ll di!l!l!:!rteRrenl with him 
because ~·"u n.re olraod he will get nn[lry·• 

20. Does~ our hushond complaon that you don"t under
•tand him"' 

21. Oo vou lei vout husbond kno"' uhen you ore 
di<l'ieosed wi.th him' 

22. IJo you lee! he says one thing hut really means 
another"' 

2l l>o you hell' him understand you hy soying how 
•·ou think. feel. ond believe' 

24. Ar. •·ou and •our hushand ollie todiso~ree with 
ont· ~nn1hrr ~ithou·t ln~tnJl your trmrrn'! 

!tteJ\U-

1'1 \Ill 11\tt!'t 

25. Oo the two of you orgue o lot over money• 
211. When o problem arises between you and ~·our 

husband are you ahlc In discuss it without losing 
control of your emotions·• 

27. Do vou find it dillicult to express your true 
leclin{Z' to him"! 

2H. Does he offer you cooperation. encourngemenl 
and emotional support in your role (dutiesl 
os o wifr'., 

29. Does your husband insult you when angry with , 
vou'! 

JO. bo you ond your husbond entzage in outside in
terests and acri.-ities lo[!ether"! 

J I. Does your husband accuse you of not lisleningto 
what he sav.-• 

n. Do"'S lie 1~1 you know that you llte important 
to him"' 

JJ. Is it easier lo confide in a rriend rather thon 
\"OUr husband" 

34. iJ.,.,s he confide in olhers rotber thon in 
)•ou·~ 

35. Do you reel thol in mosl molter~ your husband 
knows what you ore trying to soy? 

36. Doe• be monopnli1c the conversation 'llery 
much' 

37. llo you ond your hudiond tolk about thing~ which 
ore ol interest to borh of you"? 

JR. Does )"OUt husband sulk or poul very much"? 
39. IJo you discuss sexual molters wilh him"' 
40. l>o you ond your husband discuss your per>•Jnal 

problems with each nt her"' 
41. Con your husband tell what kind of da~· you have 

had ljllhout asking"' 
42. Do you odmit that you ore wrong when you know 

thai you ore wrong about so mel hing"? 
43. Oo you ond your hushond lalk o•·er rleosantthin[ls 

thot happen durin~ the da) ".' 
44. Do you hesitate to discu" certain thin[ls with 

your husband becou•e you are afraid he might hurt 
y1our leehn~.-· 

45. l>o you prrtcnd you ore listening to him when 
octually you ore not really listeninrf' 

46. IJo the two of you e\cr sit down just to talk 
thinf!~ ovt:r'~ 

!WJ~I). 

nil A.f.l.t ll\ft~ '-tfU>U\1 ~P'\tD 
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Couple Marriage Date ___/___/_
Wife___  Husband

TAPE REVIEW - Partner A
Place an X above the word on the temperature scale ohown below the 

question that indicates the degree of warmth you felt when your partner made 
his/her statements»

lo How I felt when my partner first responded to my statement of the 
problem•

cold neutral warm

2e How I felt when my partner made his/her second statement•

cold neutral warm

3o How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement„ 
C \ , ■. :.r—
cold neutral warm

4, How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement•

cold neutral warm

5o How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement.

cold neutral warm

6o How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement.

cold neutral warm

70 How I felt when my partner asked me to tell him/her about my feeling.

cold neutral warm

80 How I felt when my partner was correct in feeding back what I had said.

cold neutral warm

90 How I felt when my partner was not correct in feeding back what I had 
said.

cold neutral warm

10o How I felt when my partner asked me to tell him about the feeling again.

cold neutral warm

11 o How I felt when my partner was correct in repeating what I had said.

cold neutral warm
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Couple Marriage Date /___/_
Wife__  Husband

TAPE REVIEW - Partner B
Place an X above the word on the temperature scale shown below the 

question that indicates the degree of warmth you felt when your partner 
Bade his/her statement0

lo How I felt when my partner stated his/her problem«
r-7 773warmcold neutral"

2o How I felt when my partner made his/her second statement«

cold neutral warn

How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement»

cold neutral warn

How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement0

cold neutral warn

How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement.

cold neutral warn

How I felt when my partner made his/her next statement.

cold neutral

How I felt when my partner made the 06I feel

—  ~o 
warm

statement.

cold neutral warm

80 How I felt when my partner stated why he/she felt the way he/she did.

cold neutral warn

How I felt when my partner agreed that I had correctly fed back his/her 
statement.

cold neutral warn

10. How I felt when my partner did not agree that I had correctly fed back 
his/her statement.

cold neutral warm

11. How I felt when my partner agreed I was correct in repeating his/her 
statement.

cold neutral warm



APPENDIX E

DISTANCE APART AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FIVE STATEMENT 
SEQUENCE COMPARED TO DISTANCE APART AT THE INTERVENTION 
POINT, AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM.
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Case Distance apart 
at beginning

Distance apart 
at intervention

Amount of 
change

1 (67 + 69.33)

2 (94.67 + 77.33)
3 (54 + 50,66)
4 (61.67+68)

5 (52.67 + 97)

6 (55 + 67.33)

7 (68.67 + 60)
8 (51.33 + 68,67)
9 (49.67 + 41)

10 (95.67 + 74,67)

11 (64 + 66,67)
12 (62.33 + 56)

13 (66.67 + 98,67)

14 (54.66 + 62.67)
15 (67.67 + 78)

16 (72 + 36)
17 (66 + 64.67)
18 (59.33 + 70)

(72,66 + 66,67) 
(88 + 126,33) 
(26,66 + 27) 
(26,66 + 27)
(18 + 125) 
(28,33 + 38,67) 
(61,67 + 72,67) 
(49 +60)
(74 +65)
(54 + 61)
(45,67 + 28,66) 
(32 + 44,67) 

(47,67 + 63,67) 
(96 + 23,33)
(78 + 35.33) 
(53,33 + 26) 
(73,33 + 50)

(80 + 62)

-3

42.33 
51
25.35

6,67
55.3

-5.67
11
-45.35
55.34
56.34
41.66 

54
-2

32.34
28.67
7.34

-12,67
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